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MESSAGE

NAVPHIL 056/17 – PANAY, NW. COAST, BORACAY ISLAND – EXERCISE

THE PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD DISTRICT WESTERN VISAYAS AND THE JOINT TASK GROUP BORACAY PROJECT (JTGBP) WILL CONDUCT A SIMULATION EXERCISE (SIMEX) AT STATION 1, BARANGAY BALABAG, BORACAY ISLAND, MALAY, AKLAN. THE SCHEDULE OF ACTUAL DEMONSTRATION IS ON 20 MAY 2017 AT 0800H IN THE AREA BOUNDED BY THE FOLLOWING COORDINATES:

POINT A 11° 58.424’N., 121° 54.122’E.
POINT B 11° 57.160’N., 121° 54.992’E.
POINT C 11° 56.385’N., 121° 53.674’E.
POINT D 11° 57.644’N., 121° 52.832’E.

ALL SHIPS/WATERCRAFTS TRANSITING THE ABOVE MENTIONED AREA ARE ADVISED TO TAKE THE NECESSARY PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES.

Commodore JACINTO M CABLAYAN
Director, Hydrography Branch

Please advise by phone/fax if any part of this message is not received